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Session Objectives

• Explore principles and enabling factors of authentic 

partnerships

• Examine technology development as an example of 

using authentic partnerships

• Identify possibilities of using an authentic partnership 

approach for change

• Create and share strategies for putting authentic 

partnerships into action



What  is an Authentic Partnership?

An Authentic Partnership…

• actively incorporates and values diverse 
perspectives and includes all stakeholders 
directly in decision making





Authentic Partnerships

• Personal Reflections by Phyllis Fehr



Reference: Dupuis, Gillies, Carson, Whyte, Genoe, Loiselle, Sadler (2011). Moving beyond patient and client 
approaches: Mobilizing ‘authentic partnerships’ in dementia care, support and services. Dementia, 11(4), 427 – 452. 
Sage Publications: UK.



PHILOSOPHY GUIDING OUR 
PARTNERSHIPS

• Persons with dementia have the right to be, and must
be, involved in dementia care

• Understanding the experiences of dementia from the 
perspective of those living with dementia is critical to 
quality of life

• Persons with dementia can continue to grow and learn 
but need adequate information, resources and support 
to do so

• Good dementia care requires strong partnerships
between all involved in dementia care



Possibil ities For Culture Change 
(Technology Development)



Possibil ities for Culture Change

Group Reflection

Reflecting on the quotes found at your table, 
together discuss the following questions:

1. What are the possibilities for personal 
transformation of engaging in Authentic 
Partnerships through technology development?    

2. What are the possibilities for broader social 
change of engaging in Authentic Partnerships 
through technology development?



Challenges

• Stigma and misunderstanding

• Lack of opportunities to build trusting 
relationships

• Existing power dynamic



Taking Action



Taking Action

• Reflect on how Authentic Partnerships could be 
mobilized in your daily work or lives

• Using the post-it notes at your table, write
down one ACTION you will take or CHANGE you 
will make to mobilize authentic partnerships in 
your work or life 

• We will invite you to share your actions with the 
larger group



Closing Remarks and Q&A

Next Steps:
• You came up with an idea for a change for you 

to implement as your next step

• Take your Post-It Note with you and post it on 
your mirror or fridge at home or on your 
computer in your office

• Continue to think about how you can work 
WITH rather than FOR others and engage others 
in reflecting on this with you



“The best 
community…is one in 
which all kinds of 
methods create all 
kinds of situations in 
which each of us 
finds relationships 
where our gifts are 
recognized and 
magnified.”

(McNight, 2005, p. 117)



Contact Details

• Email: marep@uwaterloo.ca

• Website: uwaterloo.ca/marep

• Twitter: MAREP_UW

• Facebook: UWMAREP


